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CASE STUDY
Sanaullah
I am Thankful to Sindh Government for the UCBPRP project
under vocational training component of this project I was
selected for mobile Repairing training. Now I am confident
that efficiencies are persisting in the domain of VTEC
Rawalpindi. VTEC Rawalpindi is committed to developing
qualitative and skilled workforce through hard working
environment within institutions by focusing on demand driven
training programs.
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Sanaullah
Muhammad Amin Khoso
Karim Bux
7
Muhammad Murad Khoso
Sardaran
Mobile Repairing Training
0302-2921786
150/Day
600/Day
75%

SRSO Institute of Rural Management Jacobabad- Sindh
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VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMME- JACOBABAD
Vocational Training program is well thought-out as a major tool for reducing unemployment
and Poverty for the youth of Rural based community, it has been endeavoring to increase the
understanding level to exert a pull on more & more of our poor youth towards Technical
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The Participants Sanaullah with Principal VTEC
Rawalpindi and coleegue

implementing by NRSP- Institute of Rural management a largest training institute for building
and humanizing the capability of rural based deprived and vulnerable youth from employable
skills through Technical Education and Vocational Training. NIRM set up VTECs at different
locations for employable skills trainings, VTEC Rawalpindi of NIRM is one of them to expose
participants interest level to a range of practical activities in the vocational field in order to
make them familiar with, and stimulate their interest in, vocational subjects and so give them
equal opportunity to chosen their learning environment respectively for careers in either the
technical or vocational field.

This Case study provides a theme of Vocational and Technical trainings in general description
and highlighted some positive achievement
of this programme. Many Technical and
Vocational trade participants worked to
give birth to the idea of this project and to
carry it through to completion. The
participants Sanaullah his Father name is
Muhammad Amin is one of them who
achieved his goal of life, he acquired a
training in Mobile Repairing trade under
the supervision of mobile repairing
resource person Mr. Adnan from VTEC
Participant Sanaullah repairing mobile at
Rawalpindi in November 2011 he belongs to
his own Mobile Repairing shop at
a poor family keeping poverty score 7. He
Bahadurpur
graciously shared his initial thoughts and
hopes for such a project. It is survival
mission of government of Sindh which have changed my life now, before training I was used to
be a blue collar employee and my earning was not sufficient to bear my household need, then
through Union Council based Poverty Reduction program my Community Organization
(Sardaran) identify my name for training then NIRM team came in my village and verify my
name and assessed me, I have chosen mobile repairing trade because since childhood I had a
lot interested to become skilled at mobile repairing
course because in near my village there is small
city Bahadurpur where is need of mobile
repairing shop. My training started at VTEC
Rawalpindi in mobile repairing trade where I
found
excellent
learning
environment
committed teacher and all other support staff,
through this I will gain a lot on the subject of
mobile repairing techniques and after one
month my training course completed with
examination test where I passed and achieved
a one month training certificate. So after
training a big challenge come out against my
career that how will I start the work of mobile
The Participants Sanaullah with his
repairing without resource then my father
Father Muhammad Amin Khoso at his
fulfilled
my needs and borrowed some money from
Mobile Repairing shop
his friend and gave it to me, then I purchased
mobile repairing tool kit and open a shop at bahadurpur and I have also sell easy load there,
now I am pleased on my earning which is 600/Day, and Insha Allah very soon I will return those
money which my father borrowed from his friend. I will never forget this project in my whole
life which have changed my social & economic status in my community and build my career
onward and this programme also will encourage the all deprived poor youth those are living
below the poverty line.

